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Uchwala nr 2188

Senatu Uniwersytetu w Biatymstoku
z dnia 31 stycznia 2018 r.

w sprawie okreilenia efektdw ksztalcenia dla kierunku studifw Jilologia
prowadzonych w ig4yku angielskim w (Iniwersytecie w Bialymstoku

Na podstawie art. 11 ustawy zdnia?T lipca 2005 r. Prawo o szkolnictvvie

wy|szym (t. j. Dz. IJ.22017 r.,poz.2183 zp6in. zm') uchwala sig, co nastgpuje:

$1
Senat okresla efekty ksztalcenia dla kierunku filologia na poziomie studi6w

drugiego stopnia, irofil og6lnoakademicki, prowadzonych w Uniwersytecie

* elu{,orto[" w jgzyku *gi.lrki.. Opis efekt6w ksztalcenia stanowi Zalqcznik

do niniejszej UchwatY.

$2
Uchwala wchodzi w irycie z dniem podjgcia.

PrzewodniczqcY
Senatu UniwFrsXtqtu w Bialymstoku

I l\)
\ {u/

Dr hab. RobertVCitbrowski, prof. IJwB
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Zalqcznik
do Uchwaty nr 2188

Senatu Uniwersytetu w Bialymstoku
z dnia 3l stycznia 2018 r.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

Programme: Philology
Level of education: second cycle studies

Educational profile: general academic profile

General information

Organizational unit offering the program: The Department of Philology
The field of study: the humanities, general academic profile
The educational program as related to the mission and strategies ofthe University
of Bialystok: The aims of the University of Bialystok focus on canying out research

and didactic work conelated with the needs and specific conditions of the local area.

The philological educational program meets the following mission statement objectives
of the University of Bialystok:
to offer first, second, and third degree studies (in accordance with the Bologna Process)
with a special focus on the quality ofeducation;
to enhance cooperation with economic operators;
to take advantage of the geo-economic location of the university and enhance
cooperation with the neighboring countries, to take into consideration the educational
needs ofthe Polish Eastem European diaspora;
taking into consideration the multicultural character of Podlasie, to commence a

platform for tolerance and cooperation between national and religious groups as well as

to create academic discourse which has respect for plurality of opinion and dignity of
other people;
to integrate the academic community of Bialystok by enhancing research and didactic
cooperation between local universities

General learning outcomes, work prospects and the continuation of education by
the graduate:

The main leaming outcome is acquiring thorough and comprehensive knowledge in the

chosen field of study: linguistics, literary studies, cultural studies, applied linguistics.
Students who complete the second degree program should demonstrate proficiency in
foreign language (C2 CEF level). They should be also capable of integrating their
knowledge and skills from various fields ofthe humanities and applying them practically
to handle unusual professional tasks. Moreover, they should be able to solve professional
problems on their own and offer their judgments in their trained field with respect to ethical,
legal and economic aspects when coping with limited data. They should also know how to
manage teamwork and successfully communicate with both professionals and non-
professionals. The graduate of the program is open to and tolerant of other cultures anc

languages. Depending on the mastered field of study, the graduate is ready to work in the

institutions of culture, state administration sector, educational institutions, publishing
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houses, magazine editorial staff, mass-media sector, research institutions, and the sector of
market services requiring proficient knowledge oflanguages and cultures. The graduate can
also pursue the occupation of a teacher provided that he/she completes the teacher
specialization program (in accordance with the educational standards of teacher courses
offered by Teacher Education Center of the University of Bialystok). Furthermore, the
graduate is ready to pursue research challenges and third degree studies (doctoral studies).

5. The processes of defining the learning outcomes and creating the program of the
studies as related to the opinions of the stakeholders, particularly students,
graduates and employers:

In accordance with the objectives formulated by the Senate ofthe University of Bialystok,
the Department of Philology takes into account the current national and regional
demographic conditions as well as students' preferences and the demands ofjob market.
Defining the leaming outcomes and creating the program ofthe studies followed an opinion
poll conducted among the stakeholders. The quality of teaching offered by the University
is reflected in high qualifications acquired by the graduates and their readiness to do
professional work. Additionally, in order to improve the attractiveness of the educational
offer, the Department introduces new specializations to its offer.

6, Admission requirements (candidates' required competences, particularly as
regards second degree studies):

It is expected that the candidates for second degree studies have basic linguistic competence
and knowledge of literature and culture in the chosen specialization and are able to put it
into practice in their lives and their professional work respecting ethical standards.

7. Professional title acquired by the graduate: Master's degree

II MAJOR-RELATED LEARNING OUTCOMES

Symbol THE DESCRIPTION OF MAJOR.RELATED
LEARNING OUTCOMES

After completing second-cycle studies within the
field of philolocy, the graduate:

Reference to
learning
outcomes within
educational areas
as related to....

KNOWLEDGE
K W()l has systematic and thorough knowledge of the place,

meaning, nature as well as methodological dimension of
the humanities

w0l
w02
w03
w04

H2A_
H2A_
H2A_
H2A,

K W02 is acquainted with the terminology of the philologies at

an advanced level
H2A W02

K W03 has detailed and in-depth knowledge of the
interrelatedness of philology and other scientific fields
and disciplines, allowing for connecting those
perspectives which are characteristic of various
scientific disciolines

H2A W05

K W04 possesses detailed knowledge within the field in
question as well as in-depth methodological and

systematic knowledge of a selected field of linguistics,

H2A
H2A
H2A

w01
w03
w04



literary studies, cultural studies, as well as knowledge of
the acquisition ofand leaming foreign languages

K W05 has detailed knowledge of the cunent trends in the
development of the philologies

H2A W06

K W06 has detailed knowledge of advanced methods used for
the analysis, interpretation and evaluation of various
kinds oftexts and other cultural artifacts

H2A W07

K W07 knows and understands basic notions as well as

principles within the protection of copyright law and
intellectual property law

H2A W08

K W08 has extensive knowledge of the complex nature of
language as well as its variations over the centuries

H2A
H2A
H2A

w09
w01
w04

K W09 has basic knowledge of cultural institutions and

contemporary cultural events

H2A W10

K WlO has in-depth knowledge of the course of the history of
literary processes characteristic ofa given language area

H2A_W09
H2A_W01
H2A W04

SKILLS
K U()l demonstrates an excellent command of a major

language ofstudy, both spoken and written, at a C2 level
according to the Common European Framework of
Reference for Languages

H2A
H2A
H2A

u01
u10
ul1

K UO2 retrieves, analyses, selects and integrates information by
means of a wide variety of sources, and on the basis of
this information formulates opinions of a critical nature

H2A UOI

K U()3 possesses advanced research and analytical skills; is

able to synthesize various ideas and opinions, select and

adopt research methods and tools which allow to discuss

the results of studies

H2A
H2A
H2A

u01
u02
u03

K UO4 is able to compile and present the results of their own
studies whose objective is to solve complex research

problems within the following areas: linguistics, literary
studies, cultural studies as well as knowledge of the
acquisition ofand leaming foreign languages

H2A_UO2
H2A_UO7
H2A-UO9
H2A UlO

K UOs is able to develop knowledge on their own, enhance

research and analytical skills as well as undertake
actions by means of which a graduate is able to develop
and direct their career

H2A_UO3
H2A UO4

K UO6 is able to integrate aspects ofknowledge ofvarious areas

of the humanities so as to solve complicated problems

within different professional situations

H2A UO4

K UO7 is able to conduct a thorough analysis and interpret
various kinds oftexts as well as other cultural artifacts,

taking into account recent achievements within the

humanities, in order to specify meanings, social impact
and the place of the artifacts within culture-historical
orocesses

H2A-UO5
H2A UO7



K UO8 is able to make an argument convincingly by presenting
their own opinions as well as other authors' opinions,
formulate conclusions and oreoare concise summaries

H2A_UO6
H2A UO1

K UOg on the basis of scientific knowledge and gathered
experience in the past, is able to formulate and present
(in various forms) critical evaluations with regard to
cultural artifacts

H2A UO7

K Ul() is able to communicate in both Polish and any foreign
language by means of various communicative
technioues and channels

H2A UO8

K Ull is able to write a text in a foreign language, which
conforms to the standards of scholarly writing

H2A UO9

K U12 is able to prepare and deliver speeches as well as

Dresentations of a scholarlv nature
H2A UlO

K UI3 is able to translate and interpret various kinds of texts
(including specialised)

H2A
H2A
H2A

u08
u09
u10

SOCIAL COMPETENCIES
K K()l understands and accommodates the need for lifeJong

leaming, inspiring other people to do so

H2A KOl

K KO2 is able to organise the process of leaming for others as

well as to manage team efficiently, taking responsibility
for the effects of its work

H2A_KO1
H2A KO2

K K()3 undertakes professional actions (on their own as well as

together with other people)
H2A_KO2
H2A_KO3
H2A KO4

K KO4 participates in the activities undertaken to the benefit of
the maintenance of the cultural heritage of a given
region, co-creating a tolerant work environment of
cooperation under circumstances of the culturally and
religiously varied community of Podlasie, Poland and
Europe, stimulating and popularizing the ideas

H2A KO5

K KOs keeps up with cultural events and participates in them
svstematicallv

H2A KO6

Code:

K (before the underscore) - learning outcomes for the field ofstudy...

W - knowledge

U - skills

K (after the underscore) - social competencies

HIA (H2A) - learning outcomes within the area of education as related to the humanities for
first-cycle studies (second cycle studies)



SIA (S2A) - leaming outcomes within the area of education as related to the social sciences
for firsfcycle studies (second cycle studies)

PIA (P2A) - leaming outcomes within the area of education as related to the natural sciences
for first-cycle studies (second cycle studies)

XIA (X2A) - learning outcomes within the area ofeducation as related to the exact sciences
for first-cycle studies (second cycle studies)

TIA (T2A) - leaming outcomes within the area of education as related to the technical
sciences for first-cycle studies (second cycle studies)

01, 02, 03 and those that follow - leaming outcome number


